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Abstract. Countries worldwide actively invest in state-of-the-art technology
for new market creation to compete in the post-economic crisis era. Due to the
advent of new services using smart devices and technology convergence, the
importance of content technology is being emphasized. For a systematic
response to this situation, systematic strategies and cooperation between gov-
ernment departments that invest in R&D are necessary conditions for maxi-
mizing the use of limited government financial resources and return on
investment. However, technology roadmaps for realistic contents established by
individual ministries lack linkages with national goals and do not provide clear
guidance for the separate roles of government departments. Additionally, the
existing national technology roadmaps for a realistic contents present only
technology trees and timetables, which do not include supporting measures
necessary for the practical application or commercialization of technology.
Therefore, this paper is focus on how the roadmap process can be used to

develop long-term strategic planning and foster inter-ministry R&D cooperation
for securing realistic content technology. In these terms, this paper will suggest
an overall process to set up STR (Strategic Technology Roadmaps) for realistic
contents, such as a roadmap format including policy-related supporting mea-
sures for technology commercialization and government R&D performance
(legal systems, human resources training, infrastructure development). Finally, a
process was presented to align the realistic content technology roadmap with the
coordination of government R&D programs and budget allocation.
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1 Introduction

With the international environment changing rapidly and uncertainty on the rise,
state-of-the-art technology is increasingly becoming an essential component in devel-
opment of the country and increase of competitiveness, not just for Korea and Japan
which have limited resources but for the United States and China which have abundant
geographical resources. Technology roadmap is a tool to secure state-of-the-art tech-
nology and it is used widely not only in private companies but also government
ministries and various government-funded research institutes [1–3]. Technology
roadmap helps the organization to deduce technologies they need to secure and share
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the technological goals within the organization. Moreover, it allows long-term R&D
planning and used as a tool for efficient R&D management [4].

Government ministries who process R&D programs implemented R&D roadmaps
for each ministry to carry out their duties, however it has been pointed out that there is
little connection to the vision and goal of the whole nation, and a lack of systematic
assignments of duties among ministries. Despite this, there is not enough research on
the activities regarding the government sectors’ technology roadmap and utilizing
them. Thus, this paper analyzes the strategic technology roadmapping program for the
realistic contents technology that is conceived and implemented to promote the
inter-ministry R&D cooperation in this Korean context..

2 Design of Strategic Technology Roadmap

In previous studies, the structuralized methodology in developing roadmaps can be
divided into preliminary activity, development of TRM, and follow-up activities [5, 6].
In this study, this will be more segmented; there will be 3 stages of the preliminary
stage, 8 stages of the development of TRM stage, and lastly the follow-up activities
stages, totaling to 11 stages in steps to developing national strategic roadmaps. HCI 1
shows the details of each stage (Table 1).

3 Roadmap Development for Realistic Contents Technology

A simple format was used in the step to write up the roadmap to allow ease of
understanding by those who will use the roadmap such as the policymakers of the
government, planners for R&D planning, and researchers carrying out R&D in research
institutes. Time horizon is over the course of 10 years from 2014 to 2023, divided into

Table 1. Strategic technology roadmapping process for realistic contents

Category Steps

Preliminary 1. Definition of STR
2. Organization of the project teams

Development of STR for
inter-ministry R&D cooperation

3. Prospect on environmental changes and analysis of
future demand for realistic contents technology

4. Definition and scope setting of the technology
5. Market status and prospect, technology status and
competition circumstances analysis

6. Vision and goal setting
7. Core technology selection and research development
goals setting of realistic contents technology

8. Establishment of technology strategies
9. Roadmap development
10. Roadmap verification

Follow-up 11. Provide systematic device for periodic updates and
implementation
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the near future until 2018 as stage 1 and 2019–2023 of further future as stage 2. In the
near future, the upcoming changes are comparatively easier to predict, whereas the far
future is comparatively harder to predict in a precise manner [7]. Also considering the
current status of rapid changes in technology development, it is extremely difficult to
develop a roadmap predicting the far future. Therefore this study presents a detailed
time schedule is presented in stage 1 of near future and only the assumed point in time
for technology development and strategy for stage 2. Common symbols used in the
roadmap for each technology are shown in Table 2. The point where the bar-shaped
arrow starts does not signify the starting point of R&D for the technology, but the
necessity of increase in investment because R&D has taken off (Fig. 1).

4 Roadmap Verification

STR encourages cooperation among the 14 ministries that are carrying out government
R&D and is used as a guideline for governmental R&D budget distribution and
adjustment, so it is very important to secure the objectivity and reliability of the STR.

This stage modifies and supplements to the roadmap written from stages previous
to the roadmap implementation processes. Normally a roadmap consists of information
collected from various sources and the information presented by each field’s experts
from the roadmap project team cannot be totally sufficient in predicting the future [7].
Thus the roadmap written by the roadmap establishment team requires multiple reviews
and supplementing processes [7]. Especially STR encourages inter-ministry coopera-
tion among 14 ministries carrying out R&D and is used in R&D budgeting distribution
and adjustment, the securing objectivity and reliability is especially important.

This study carried out authentication work in 5 stages to improve the quality of the
STR draft written by the roadmap establishment team. In the first step, the draft written

Table 2. Technology and strategy layer format
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Fig. 1. Example of strategic technology roadmap for realistic contents
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by the roadmap establishment team was sent to the 14 R&D governmental ministries to
carry out the verification work. Second, reviews and edits were made through each
technology’s government funded research centers and national/public research insti-
tutes. In the third stage, edit and supplementary opinions were collected through
cooperation by ‘Federation of Korean Industries’, ‘Korean Federation of SMEs’, and
‘Korea Industrial Technology Association’ because the government’s STR has a large
impact on the actual industrial settings as well. Then after review of opinions by the 14
R&D governmental ministries, government funded research centers, and private
companies, the roadmap establishment team for each technology edited and supple-
mented to the STR draft. Afterward, the edited and supplemented STR was sent again
to the 14 R&D ministries then reviewed and approved in final (Fig. 2).

5 Follow-up Stage to Lead Inter-ministry R&D Cooperation

This stage is the last step of the STR establishment where a legal authority is given to
the STR. The goal of STR is to encourage inter-ministry cooperation, plan R&D
business in related ministries, and be utilized in R&D budget distribution and adjust-
ment, so the legal basis of STR development has to be clearly set. Moreover, it cannot
be demanded to apply STR without any legal basis for R&D budget distribution and
adjustment. Thus, the ministry founded a basis clause for establishment of roadmap in
‘Science and Technology Basic Law Ordinance’ along with STR establishment. This
allowed the roadmap developed by various experts, research centers, and governmental
ministries to be used for its planned purpose and provided a foundation for a consistent
governmental R&D policy direction.
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